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Introduction
South African traditional mediumistic practice of the “Sangomas” has received repeated
attention in German and British Television and mass media. This goes along with its presence on the
internet. The public television networks of the BBC and the ARD have dedicated special reports to the
phenomenon of the traditional mediumship of the Sangomas being received into the urban culture
of South Africa. These reports reflect the growing cultural presence of the phenomenon in South
African culture and in its media.3 The repeated transmission of features on this theme in major public
television networks such as the BBC4 or its German equivalent, the ARD,5 indicate a lasting interest
and acceptance by the audience. They are complemented by reports in newspapers and magazines.6
The phenomenon raises questions about what the basis for the reception of this rather
arcane and culturally strange practice is – especially if one considers that comparable European
traditions, such as Kardecist Spiritism, receive far less attention. It may be shown that this interest is
the fruit of several stages of spread and reception from the original Black South African traditional
milieu into European contexts, with identifiable motifs guiding this process.
A second and intriguing question also arises: It can be observed that among whites in South
Africa patterns of phenomena of mediumistic calling arise in specific prescient dreams in particular
which belong to the culturally established patterns of black South African cultures, in which such
calling is acknowledged to manifest itself. On the basis of well-documented case reports it can be
reliably excluded that such phenomena are the effects of any detailed knowledge about black African
culture. Therefore they cannot be understood as cases of “attributed meaning” in terms of “cultural
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construction of meaning” as of a “Constructivist Model of Religious Experience”.7 According to this
model any spiritual phenomena arise from social and cultural “constructions” with any common
transcendent sources in them being denied. In these cases the supposed “meaning” precedes the
interpretation. These phenomena occur among whites who live in a black South African
environment, but are not familiar with details of the black South African mediumistic culture. This
raises the possibility, that the Bantu mediumistic culture creates effects of an ontological quality, as
proposed by R. Sheldrake in his theory of “morphogenetic fields”,8 which can and in some cases do
produce psychic, psychological and mediumistic effects in those who live in this environment – and
have a positive attitude to this culture – without having been initiated into the rather arcane
knowledge about these things.
The background: growing acceptance of spiritually-based forms of healing and therapy in the fields
of psychiatry and health administration but controversial approaches to interpretation
The notion of culturally distinct psychic realities has been discussed in South African
psychiatry, with two opposing views prevalent, one, loosely identified with “transcultural psychiatry”
by him, which views psychic disturbances as culturally invariant, and “cross-cultural psychiatry”,
which accepts cultural differences in psychiatric disorders and also a delimitation of psychiatric and
spiritual disturbances.9 It should be noted however that in the field of “transcultural psychiatry” the
awareness of culturally conditioned specific psychic conditions and of their spiritual background and
meaning is growing. L. Swartz illustrates the difference in approach in the assessment of the state of
“thwasa”, which denotes the experiencing a “calling” as a diviner in Bantu cultures of South Africa:
“D. Kruger (1974, 1978),10 like other authors, has suggested that there are similarities
between divining and psychotherapy. Addressing the quite commonly-held belief that
diviners are psychiatrically disturbed as a result of the thwasa state, he studied diviners
using the Rorschach and Thematic Apperception Test. He found them to be a 'normal
(although self-restrictive) group' (D. Kruger, 1978, p. 9). He also found no psychometric
evidence for the argument that the thwasa state of being called by the ancestors is
equivalent to schizophrenia.“11
The issue which L. Swartz refers to here is that some psychiatrists of a more positivistic orientation
tend to ignore the specific condition of those who experience a calling of Bantu mediumship and
have dreams in which they are told what to do or in which next steps of their training are revealed to
them, like the finding of persons or objects, and will tend to diagnose these states as forms of
schizophrenia, in spite of the clear distinction made also in traditional black African cultures between
such states as schizophrenia. Epistemic turfs wars are fought over the question, although there is a
rising acceptance that such distinctions are to be acknowledged. The acceptance of spiritual
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explanations of certain states of consciousness and of psychic conditions as well as of “paranormal”
experiences is essential to the recognition and understanding of spiritual and mediumistic forms of
healing (in the widest sense) and of counselling. A preliminary acceptance on pragmatic grounds as
effective means in certain (“unenlightened”) cultural contexts does not do justice to the phenomena
and would imply a degree of cynicism or of double standards, of accepting as effective what is
rejected on an epistemological level. There is a growing awareness of these issues in intercultural
encounters and fields of therapeutic action.12 Lynne Marks of the University of Cape Town pinpoints
this common rift as follows:
“Portman and Garrett13 … highlight the worldview of the Native American healer as based on
the inextricable interconnectedness between spirit, the environment, and the self, resulting
in a complex holistic treatment practice. The importance of the individual’s belief system is
pivotal to the acceptance of the healer’s knowledge and the healing process. This
multidimensionality is highlighted by … a method of research that is sensitive to a culturally
based healing paradigm. While the hegemonic system of western medicine has recognised
the cultural importance of the work of the Mexican curanderos, medical validity is withheld,
despite evidence of a clinically significant service offered by these healers.”14
In view of the increasing recognition of spiritually based and mediumistic forms of healing by
governments, such as the South African government, and also by the World Health Organisation15 it
is essential to understand their foundations and their dynamic presence in contemporary culture.
Tracing pathways of reception and of spread of South African Bantu mediumship and of its effect on
those who come into its orbit is a contribution to this purpose.
First encounters: culture contact in Renaissance Portugal and first reception of African divination as
a form of ”deviant knowledge” in relation to “esoteric” forms of spiritual knowledge
The mediumistic culture of South Africa has reached Europe. In Portugal a continuous
presence of black Africans exists since 1441,16 with black diviners introducing their ideas and
practices of spiritual cures and spells to a society which shared these ideas and practices in principle.
Forms of such divination and spiritual healing were well received, until they came to the attention of
the Inquisition, and were banned and persecuted from the mid-16th century on, in the context of the
counter-reformation. 17 In the process of persecution the Inquisition documented such activities,
which might otherwise have been lost to memory, listing magic arts alongside with Lutheranism,
heresy, “judaizing” and various civil offenses as crimes. Interestingly Black African mediumship and
divination is listed here with other forms of deviant and rejected knowledge, but is not rejected as
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fallacious. The perspective of “deviance” is of interest with regard to our topic, since, from the
perspective of European culture “deviant” knowledge has been relegated to the realms of
“otherness”, i.e. to foreign cultures since the 18th century at the latest, when non-European cultures
began to be romanticised, as guardians of a pristine knowledge and state of life.
The notion of “deviance” is inscribed into the history of non-standard or “esoteric” spiritual
currents in European history. Whereas black African mediumship was not understood as “esoteric”
but as merely deviant by social norms, it has become received as an instance of marginal esoteric
knowledge in the recent decades, as will be shown. The reception of Bantu African mediumship in
present European culture thus belongs into the context of increasing reception of repressed and
marginalised forms of spiritual practice and epistemologies. To evoke the psychodynamic figure of
the inclusion of repressed contents of the psyche in the course of self-exploration towards healing
and “wholeness” interest in “non-Western” forms of spirituality and cosmologies have attained a
meaning of means of self-exploration in the medium of other cultures who do not have the same
rules of exclusion of such knowledge and practices as European cultures. This allows to assume that
the interest in Bantu African mediumship manifest in European mass media may be connected to the
modern processes of (re-)integration of marginalised “esoteric” knowledge. An awareness of such
movement towards re-integration of repressed knowledge is echoed in the theme of The Sixth
International ESSWE Conference: “Western Esotericism and deviance”, 1-3 June 2017, University of
Erfurt, Germany,18 whose venue in the historic Augustiner-Kloster, where Martin Luther spent his
formative years as a monk, student and priest from 1505 – 1511, could be interpreted as a symbolic
act of re-instating the marginalised Esoteric traditions in the centre of culture as symbolised by this
central memorial site of Protestantism. The conference announcement describes the perspective of
Esotericism as marginalised knowledge as follows:
“An often-read ‘master narrative’ in the Study of Western Esotericism is that esoteric ideas,
authors and currents have, for the most part of Western history, been subject to processes of
othering, marginalization, rejection or prohibition by dominant or mainstream cultural
and religious discourses. … However, recent approaches that have highlighted the
entanglement of esoteric ideas and mainstream culture (e.g. ‘occulture’) point to the need of
developing a more nuanced picture of the relationship between esoteric and mainstream
(‘exoteric’?) discourse, both in pre-modern as well as contemporary times.”19
This may also be applied to non-European forms of spirituality and of mediumship which came to the
awareness of European nations at different times. Portugal was certainly the first country to attain
first-hand knowledge of black African mediumship on a wide scale, where it took root in society for
centuries, sometimes entwined with esoteric doctrines, up to the present, where a strong presence
of African and Afro-Brazilian forms of mediumship has become established.
By 1552 about 10% of the population of Lisbon were black Africans.20 There was thus a
substantial base for activities of black African mediumship and “shamanism”. They have left a lasting
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influence in Portuguese culture21 right through the 18th century22 and beyond. The Afro-Brazilian
syncretism, which includes much of Bantu mediumship, certainly owes some of its acceptance in the
ruling classes to this amalgamation which occurred in the “motherland”.
Further to the north the reception of African mediumship, in particular of the Bantu African
mediumship of the regions roughly south of the equator, has only begun from the 20th century
onwards, when it entered the consciousness of English, French, German and Dutch-medium
audiences through anthropological reports from the colonies, and, intensified in recent decades
through the media of film and especially the internet. This reception is not based on a broad
(voluntary or involuntary) immigration of black Africans who would bring along the mediumistic
practices of their cultures as living examples, but on information.
The confrontation with notions of reality in traditional Bantu spiritual culture, which extend
well beyond what would be regarded as boundaries of a rational world-view according to the
positivistic mind-set prevailing since Enlightenment and the successful suppression of any magical
world-view and practices through the witch-hunts of the early modern age,23 and more so since the
spread of rationalist convictions in the cultural mainstream of most European countries since the
mid-19th century, have created formidable barriers for the reception of such phenomena – quite
unlike the conditions in Renaissance-era Portugal. The persistent persecution effected in Portugal
between 1540 and 1800 against black African mediumistic and magic practices,24 whose effectivity
was not doubted, along with all sorts of heresy, indicates that they were perceived as a threat to the
prevailing symbolic order and its distribution of power. It may be assumed that the rejection of such
practices and of the cosmologies on which they are based, from the 19th century onwards, as
fictitious, and thus as unacceptable, also has an aspect of power, since these practices create
agencies perceived as “powerful” outside of the academic order governing the issues of truth. In this
perspective the process of de-colonisation went along with the gradual, often reluctant acceptance
of culturally determined spheres of “truth” and of specific experiences related to them, which differ
from those of European and American cultures.
Neo-shamanic interest in Amerindian “shamanism” as means of retrieval of “lost” perceptions and
experiences of arcane realms of consciousness
In the course of the 20th century the realm of “otherness” became increasingly interesting, as
“discontent” with the dominant cultural order set in in European and American societies rose.
This interest nourished itself through mass media, books and visits to foreign countries. Mircea
Eliade’s books on Shamanism25 and on Yoga26 are examples of literature which contain
comprehensive overviews of research, with original contributions, for the interest not only of
specialists but also of the general public. The translation of these books into many languages and
21
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their continuous reception through many reprints testifies to the lasting public interest. This lead to
the emergence of attempts at adoption and at learning the practice of shamanism by European and
American audiences which gave rise to the movement of “Neo-Shamanism”, of whose authors
Michael Harner27 may be the most influential.
Eliade certainly paved the way for the reception of traditional forms of “shamanism” by
declaring it to be a universal phenomenon of mankind, which may merely have found special
developments and sophistication in specific cultures. By implication “shamanism” thus became
something that could be claimed to have existed in the forgotten religious history of European
peoples too. Studying forms of shamanism of Siberian or more accessible Amerindian cultures
became a form of retrieval of long-lost spiritual roots believed to have existed for ages.
Eliade’s subtitle defines shamanism as a matter of “archaic techniques of ecstasy”, which can
be read as insinuating that shamanism is an art which can be mastered, in principle by anyone
determined enough to learn it. In his introduction Eliade points out that it is mostly considered to be
a matter of “calling”, but suggests that for some tribes it is such an art:
“In Siberia and northern Asia there are especially the following ways of selecting young
shamans: 1. hereditary transference of the vocation of a shaman and 2. spontaneous
vocation (the “call” or “election”). The case is also known that an individual can become a
shaman out of own volition (e.g. with the Altaians) or through the will of the clan (Tungus
etc.). However the “self-made” shamans are held to be weaker than those who have
inherited this profession of who have followed a “call” from gods or spirits.”28 [my
translation]
In the following Eliade frames shamanism as the fruit of a combination of ecstatic experiences and of
cultural interpretation:
“Only the double initiation through ecstasy and through [culturally transmitted religious]
tradition transforms the candidate from a possible neurotic into a shaman recognised by
society. The same observation also applies to the source of shamanic powers: not the origin
of these powers is crucial (whether by inheritance, by endowment through spirits or by own
choice), but the technique and the theory which is at the basis of this technique, both of
which are transferred through initiation”29 [my translation].
Eliade most clearly de-emphasises the aspect that shamanic powers might be an endowment “from
beyond”, which he mentioned before, placing this source on the same level as the voluntary learning
of the art, and declares the “technique” of ecstasy and its theoretical foundation and culturally
transmitted interpretation to be the sole essential source of shamanic powers. By referring to the
aspect of psychic conditions he declares this to be the essential way to transform a latent neurotic
person into a shaman recognised by society. In an elliptic style Eliade suggests that the shamanic
powers must reside in the ability if a person to experience ecstasy, either as a mode of experience of
symbolic cosmologies, as encoded in religions and taught in the course of initiation or as realms of
the psyche or possibly as modes of psychic experiences not regularly accessible in normal states of
consciousness. In conclusion however Eliade suggests that shamanism is primarily a matter of
mastering techniques of ecstasy which can be learnt, and of studying the religious cosmologies which
allows to understand the ecstatic experiences adequately.
27
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This position was popularised by Michael Harner, who claimed that a culturally invariant
“core shamanism” could be identified which can be learnt by anyone. Following anthropological field
studies in Latin America Harner declared that shamanic ecstasy could most readily be accessed by
means of psychoactive drugs.30 Hereby he echoed the views propagated by the widely influential
fiction anthropologist, Carlos Castaneda, whose tales of his alleged encounter and apprenticeship
with a “Yaqui” shaman31 – located in a region which was far away from the tribal territory of the
Yaquis – comprised an eclectic mix of Amerindian concepts with beliefs of Western Esotericism.
Castaneda too presented psychoactive drugs as the chief mans of attaining states of trance
conducive to shamanic experience. His series of books in which he described the modes of
consciousness allegedly learnt from his Yaqui shaman master, continued to form public attitudes and
perceptions about shamanism in the counter-culture of the late 20th century.
Harner distilled some basic techniques of Amerindian shamanism as means of accessing
ecstatic experiences and of inducing states of trance in which hitherto undisclosed realms of the
psyche’s experience were made accessible. He framed these as means of “healing”, of mind and
body. Besides this psychological aspect the element of “healing” is important to Harner. The
perception of shamanism as a “healing” practice strongly influences the understanding of South
African mediumship as well, as may be shown.
The mediumistic practices of shamanic cultures, in particular methods of trance-induction
through drumming and through psychoactive substances, have been appraised as fascinating means
in the search for self-exploration and for an extended consciousness. This interest focussed on
Amerindian cultures of Latin America, for reasons which may be attributed to its mediation by
Harner and Castaneda but also to the accessible use of psychoactive substances there. This resulted
in a rising “shamanic tourism”32 in Peru, beginning in the late 1960s.33 The de-contextualisation of
shamanic practices, which were transferred into settings and reference systems of European and of
Anglo-American cultures went along with a loss of criteria and standards of qualification as well as a
detachment from their own proper cultural practices and institutions, which gave rise to increased
quackery and pretence of shamanic powers.34
The reception of South African “shamanism” or mediumship in modern urban and in European
cultures: conditions of spread
South African traditional Bantu mediumship has long remained outside of the limelight of the
Neo-shamanic soul-searching for alternative states of consciousness and for ecstatic trance
experiences. Possibly the proximity of North American researchers to the “shamanic” Amerindian
cultures of Mexico, as for C. Castaneda, a native of Peru, or of Ecuador for M. Harner, as well as the
presence of shamanic practices among local Amerindians of the southwestern United states,
30
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contributed to this focus. Then too Africans had never been romanticised as “noble savages” in
European imagination in the way Amerindians have. Their shamanic practices have thus gone quite
unnoticed by the general public of Europe – setting Portugal aside – or of North America.
A reception of Bantu African shamanism, which happened practically in the Lusophone
realm, especially in Brazil, did not take place elsewhere and remained rather unknown for obvious
linguistic reasons. Only from the mid-20th century detailed anthropological studies of Bantu
shamanism were made by scholars of theological, anthropological or psychiatric professions were
published. Even their reception remained rather confined to readers with special interests or with
professional involvement in these fields. Considering that southern Africa neither fits into the
romanticising “noble savage” image, which remains confined mostly to Amerindians and Polynesians,
nor into the “Orientalist” discourse, the reasons for the gradual emergence of broadcasts and of
public interest in Bantu mediumship or “shamanism” may be looked at. Contributing to this slow
reception may be that Bantu mediumship is firmly embedded in African traditional culture, even as it
migrated into urban milieus over the 20th century, which puts up a certain threshold to access and
study. Other factors have therefore enabled the reception of South African Bantu mediumship by
European cultures, such as of Germany, the Netherlands and Great Britain.
The rather late reception of South African Bantu mediumship in German-speaking
countries,35 as well as in Great Britain or Ireland36 or the Netherlands37 is certainly due to the
“cultural interfaces” that exist in South Africa itself. To Germans South Africa does not feel strange or
distant, due to massive German emigration to South Africa, from the time of the founding of the
Cape Colony by the Dutch East India Company, when up to 40% of its settlers were Germans, a
process which continued into British times. This was sense of closeness was reinforced by the strong
engagement of German Protestant mission societies, who contributed substantially to the literary
emergence of the indigenous languages of South Africa, through the development of standardised
written forms, and by the training of Black intellectuals, pastors and teachers, who became leaders in
South African culture, as for instance the poet, scholar and pastor Epaphras Mogagabise Ramaila,
who studied at the seminary at the mission station of Botshabelo (in Mpumalanga province, formerly
Transvaal).38
Whereas the continuous emigration created a general sense of closeness of German and
South African cultures, which has contributed substantially to the development of economic and
social ties in many spheres, the engagement of the mission societies provided the basis for profound
studies of black South African cultures, since the missionaries as a rule learnt the languages of the
people they worked with, often for many years, familiarising them with the Bantu cultures, into
which some of them, missionaries of the second generation, had even been born. In colonial
societies and even in pre-colonial times, missionaries were about the only academics who lived
35
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closely among traditional black African societies, at a time when just about all other whites who lived
in contact with black African people kept a firm social distance and usually restricted their
communications to the professional realms of administration and economics, and rarely took the
trouble to learn local languages. The scholarly-minded among the missionaries were those who
learnt and studied the indigenous languages, became familiar with the customs and ways of the
people among whom they lived and were thus equipped to understand cultural meanings of
concepts and symbols. Unlike anthropologists, who mostly relied on interpreters during the weeks or
months of their fieldwork, the missionaries were in a position to delve more deeply into the cultural
and religious lives of the people among whom they lived. Not all of them cared to study these
cultures and beliefs, but those who did wrote some of the best and most comprehensive studies of
black African religion and culture existing to this day. Axel Ivar Berglund, a Swedish Lutheran
missionary, born in South Africa in rural Zululand of missionary parents, returned there upon
completion of his academic degrees in Sweden and in South Africa to write Zulu Thought-Patterns
and Symbolism,39 a book which Victor Turner – himself an “iconic” and culturally influential
anthropologist who did sound field studies in Zambia40 - praised as “one of the most important
statements of the ‘inside view’ of an African religious system ever made”.41 Their studies of African
traditional religion, later augmented by studies by black African scholars like J. Mbiti42 or G.
Setiloane,43 remain sourcebooks on African Traditional Religion until today. The work of the
missionary-scholars provides the main pathways towards an understanding of Bantu or mediumship
in the context of African Traditional Religion to this day.
The work of these specialists took place in a context of close relations between churches in
Germany or Scandinavia and South Africa, which contributed to a sense of cultural familiarity in both
countries that also affected other areas of culture, like the political engagement against apartheid.
All of this adds up to create an image of South Africa as a country and society not altogether strange
and unconnected to oneself in some countries of Europe. This is important for the understanding of
the transmission of elements of the more arcane parts of South African culture to European
audiences, such as its mediumship. The perceived closeness of South Africa forms as basis for taking
interest in its culture. Tourism may be reinforcing this sense of familiarity.
On the other side, the reception of traditional Bantu mediumship of the “Sangomas” into
urban culture – and also into white milieus of South Africa is important. Yet, from the white milieus
of South Africa to European audiences is still another step. Here those South African whites who
have retained roots in Europe and who have become Sangomas themselves appear to be especially
important as mediators. They have received attention in media in Germany and Great Britain in
recent decades. One of the first whites to be initiated as a traditional diviner, a “nyanga”, was Rae
Graham, an English nurse who immigrated to South Africa in 1948 to live in the northern regions
among the Tswana and Venda people.44 Her life in rural environments, as a merchant’s wife and a
nurse, provided her with numerous and close contacts with black people and their culture. As a
woman of keen academic interest and mind-set she took interest in the cultures of her environment,
39
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including Bantu mediumship. Feeling attracted to it and being recognised as “gifted” she was
admitted to training and passed her examinations in this process and became recognised as
“nyanga”, in spite of her being a white person.45 Later in life she became a member of
Johannesburg’s city council and thus a public figure and role model even in the high time of
apartheid. As to terminology, she insisted that she was not a “Sangoma”, i.e. someone working
through contact with the spirits, but a “nyanga”, working with herbs, divination and intuition.46
However her training also involved essential elements of mediumship and requirements of
paranormal events and faculties. The distinction is thus more gradual. What concerned Rae Graham
was that some Sangomas were said to work with evil spirits, which she rejected. Mentioning this
aspect, of course, is important, since there is a very shady aspect and characters among Sangomas
who will not hesitate to engage in black magic and murderous practices.47 They are not to be
identified with “Sangomas” in general. The terminology varies between regions. L.-R. N. Mlisa, an
academic at the university of Fort Hare and a trained Sangoma herself – or in the language of her
people: an igqirha, which is the Xhosa equivalent of the Zulu word “Sangoma”, writes about the
problem of black magic:
“Moreover, igqirha would be seen as acting like ixhwele (herbalist) and/or igqwirha (witch).
Igqirha have always been perceived as a clean, pure and honest healer, whereas ixhwele has
always been seen as a person who can use any type of herb or method to exact revenge – to
the extent of using human parts and sending izulu (lightning) to kill the alleged witch or
person.”48
Her explanation certainly reflects a professional ethos as igqirha, by attributing practices of magic
harm to the herbalists alone. In practice this distribution may not be so clear-cut, as W. Van
Binsbergen pointed out. L-R. N. Mlisa concludes however, that this is not a matter of roles but of the
personalities, whether some diviner will use special mediumistic or magic powers for the sake of
harm.49
Among the recent white Sangomas are John Lockley, of Irish and white Zimbabwean descent
who learnt the art of the and was initiated after 10 years training in the Eastern Cape of South
Africa50 or Jessica Shackleton, a British-South African artist, who also did her Sangoma training
there,51 have special public presence through seminars and websites. Jessica Shackleton, a
descendent of the Antarctica explorer Ernest Shackleton, seeking spiritual horizons for the discovery
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of new horizons,52 integrated her Sangoma identity with her work as an artist. Lockley became a
spiritual teacher in Ireland, Germany, Great Britain and the Netherlands, where he conducts
seminars, as announced on his website53 where he introduces into the spiritual world of the
Sangomas. Apart from them also other white Sangomas have been presented on the internet, having
become an object of studies as broadcast on www.youtube.54
Among those who have not lived permanently for an extended time in South Africa are a
handful of Europeans, such as the Austrian Elke Waclawiczek55 or Wim Van Binsbergen in the
Netherlands.56 Both have spent extensive time in Southern Africa to study Sangoma mediumship.
From the United States of America, James Hall, and author and journalist, became a Sangoma.
Although not living in South Africa for any length of time, he encountered the sphere of Bantu
mediumship through extensive encounter with Miriam Makeba, whose mother was a Sangoma.57 M.
Makeba, who had a regular presence through concerts in Europe and North America, dedicated one
of her CD-albums, entitled “Sangoma”58 to songs as she had learned in particular from her mother.
During his interviews with M. Makeba she recognised his mediumistic abilities, so she introduced him
to the realm of Bantu mediumship, which finally brought him to undergo training as a Sangoma in
Swaziland.59 J. Hall’s book about this experience was also translated into German,60 similar to other
reports about whites who were initiated as in Bantu mediumship, such as about Rae Graham.61 Also
to be mentioned is Nicky Arden, born of Jewish-German parents in Durban, South Africa, who
became a Sangoma after a period of emigration to the United States. She wrote about her initiation
and the pathway to it.62 Her easy to read book too has been translated into German.63
These mediators are extremely important. Learning the art of a Sangoma requires extensive
training in a cultural and social environment of Black African spiritual culture. The events leading to
this calling and the paranormal manifestations, encounters and experiences accompanying and
guiding the training process are related to certain places. Sangoma training is based on the belief that
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the guiding spirits come from both the initiate’s family and from the mentors or teacher’s side. They
are “located” to a degree, even if they may manifest themselves anywhere.64
Entering training as a Sangoma demands an acceptance of the notion of spirits or
“ancestors”.65 It is hardly possible to interpret the dreams, the precognitions, the significant
paranormal occurrences associated with them as manifestations of a personal “unconscious” or of an
“unconscious mind”, i.e. as results of knowledge already acquired somewhere on the way. Van
Binsbergen reflects on the chasm between the largely positivist convictions of his academic milieu
and those which are at the basis of his own practice as a Sangoma in the Netherlands, which he
requires his clients to accept when working with them.66 The assumption that any mediumistic
phenomena must be manifestations of an “unconscious mind” has come under criticism as unreflected and unwarranted, has come under criticism in anthropology. Thus H. P. Duerr formulated
succinctly:
“Society, as it becomes ever more complex, loses any knowledge about these things. It faces
the trancendent from now on by forbidding, by displacing, later on, by ‘spiritualising’ and
‘subjectivising’ it. Here lies the root of all the ‘theories of projection’, as they were to be
developed one day by Feuerbach and Marx, by psychoanalysts and positivistic critics of
ideology. The ‘external’ moves into the ‘interior’ and when it, at times, cannot deny its
original character, it is again incorporated into subjectivity as ‘projected’. ‘Nothing at all may
remain outside, since the mere idea of an ‘outside’ is the real source of Angst.’67”68 [my
translation]
The image of a voracious, boundless and thus amorphous (European or North American) “ego”
appears, impermeable to any ‘outside’, by definition, since this is disputed to exist. A problem with
the loose and all-encompassing use of the concept of ‘projection’ for all transcendent phenomena is,
that it loses its psychoanalytically well-defined meaning as referring to subliminal ideas and impulses,
which are projected outside and are thus accessible in therapy. The notion of “projection” refers to
contents of the soul whose rejection or banning from consciousness has a definite role for the
sustenance of the self-concept and for the stability of the ego.69 The notion of “projection” is a
clinically important and useful term in the context of psychoanalysis. In the context of our study, the
loose usage of “projection” amounts to a colonial gesture, whereby the manifestations of “alterity”,
of the spiritual cosmology and phenomena of African culture – or in the case of neo-shamanism, of
the Amerindian cultures of the Americas – are internalised or “incorporated” by the notion of
“projection” as unconscious or un-accessed elements of the own “self”. Hereby their alterity is
denied and ignored. In a self-insulating move, only those features of African mediumship may be
taken notice of in the long run, which fit into the paradigm of “projection”. The element of
strangeness or the mere idea that African reality may be constituted differently – with something to
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learn and to gain by exposure to it, and even to be altered in one’s own European perceptions and
cosmology in this process, is dismissed by implication. We will see to what extent the notion of
“projection” rules the interpretation of the beliefs and phenomena associated with Bantu
mediumship in European reports on Sangomas.
South Africa as “interface” is especially interesting for the reception of Bantu mediumship by
European milieus, since this practice is by no means marginal in South African society, but has
asserted itself, with its cosmology, in urban culture of the country in which people of European
descent have begun to participate. The situation of whites in a culture in which they form a
substantial minority, but in which they do not dominate, means that African cosmology and concepts
can govern the common cultural field. Those people of European descent who participate in it can
thus serve as “role models” and as figures to identify with for audiences in Europe. Through those of
them who have been initiated as Sangomas” Bantu mediumship gains acceptance in European
contexts. They represent the “possibility of the ‘other’ in the field of the ‘own’, as figures providing
some access to the alterity of Bantu mediumship.
On the Sangoma divination in the field of types of Bantu mediumship and at the intersection of the
spiritistic and paranormal, the spiritual/religious and the curative (psychological / medical)
Sangoma mediumship is one of three types of mediumship which is recognised in South
African Bantu culture: the „herbalists“ (iZinyanya, iXhwele ) who are believed to be shown the herbs
they need through dreams, the diviners of a „shamanic“ type (iSangoma, iGqira ) who work with a
combination of oracles and intuition and who are consulted about issues of health and crises, and
the „seers“ (iSitunywa), who are also called „prophets“ in African Independent Churches, who are
said to have a natural gift of clairvoyance, even extending into the future, and who do not use
oracles.70 Of these the third type has been adopted by those churches which include some of the
African religious heritage. The first type continues into the present largely outside of association with
spiritual themes and is mostly not perceived as a mediumistic practice, since it is less mediumistically
based. Amanda Gcabashe, a Sangoma who became a public figure through her media presence in
South Africa,71 and also abroad,72 gives a brief definition of what this form of mediumship and
distinguishes it from the role of “iNyanga”, explains the difference between them on her website:
“One is born with the abilities of being a Sangoma. This gift is initiated through your family
(can be both or one of your maternal or paternal lineage). With time though, any other soul
with a desire to work through you may do so. Izangoma are able to communicate with
ancestors through various different gifts that each one has been born with. In addition
iZangoma serve as dream interpreters able to assist those who have visions to decipher these
and explain them. Dreams are an important tool used by our ancestors to pass on messages.
As a Sangoma, you serve as an interpreter / link between the person ozhlola (consulting
through you) and the souls surrounding that individual. … Izinyanga are trained through
apprenticeship to be healers using imithi [i.e. plants or animal products use for the treatment
of physical or spiritual diseases]. … Anyone who has an interest can be trained in the
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identification of imithi, correct preparation methods, dosages, uses. Some iZangoma though
have an ancestors who was an iNyanga who will then guide and teach the Sangoma on the
various remedies that he used whilst still alive. This is not the case for every Sangoma…”73
This text indicates a certain hierarchical difference between the Nyanga described as on a lower rank
of mediumship compared to the Sangomas. The essential requirement is that the Sangomas act as
mediums by which ancestral spirits work. They are understood to be the actual agents in this process
and also as the entities who initiate the process of become a Sangoma. As such this is nothing which
can be learnt out of one’s own volition. The experience of receiving a calling (Ubizo) to undergo the
course of training which involves a specific state of mind or condition, called Ukuthwasa, to become
a Sangoma is defined by L.R. N. Mlisa as: “Ukuthwasa is a spiritual journey that is specifically
designed by ancestors for those who are endowed with the gift of healing by their ancestors.”74 It
involves a complex, structured process. The state of being in this process, Inthwasa, is usually feared
as Mlisa axplains:
“It is inkathazo [madness] indeed, since it involves syndromatic illnesses and a
conglomerate of factors that culminate in various afflictions. Part of the problem is the
expense involved in the process, which people view negatively. Sometimes ukuthwasa
involves signs that resemble madness, such as hallucinations and illusions. Due to these
characteristics it is known as inkenqe (cultural madness), or umshologu (spiritual madness)
not ‘shades’ as continuously referred to by many anthropologists (Hammond-Tooke,
198975…), that needs cultural doctoring. Hence, entering into the ukuthwasa initiation heals
the person.“
She states that the process of training is often feared as time-consuming, expensive, disruptive to
family life and employment, and also involving the obligation to heed the inspiration of the ancestral
spirits perpetually. Yet the afflictions suffered by someone who experiences signs of a spiritual calling
are so severe that some feel that they cannot evade answering the call if they wish to regain physical
or psychological health and well-being. It is considered to be possible to reject the call, but often at a
high price.
Mlisa defines seven stages of the training process: 1.) the prediction stage of a chosen Igqirha
(Sangoma). This stage is often manifest in childhood already, as “The rich information at this stage is
gradually brought to the fore as the child grows and matures, mostly through dreams, visions and a
sensitivity to her environment. At times a child shows an extraordinary sixth sense as she matures”.76
2.) Manifestation of signs to indicate the ubizo: “The signs of ukuthwasa might begin to manifest, but
often the person may not be aware that she has to thwasa. However, others start the process by
seeking counsel with igqirha at this stage as the dreams affect them. … Only when troubles intensify
for those aspiring to ukuthwasa, serious action is undertaken. The prominent manifestations are
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dreams and other symptomatic characteristics…,”77 3.) The stage of intense afflictions: “This stage is
often an alarming experience for both the person and family. Participants often start reflecting
during this stage, since the intensity of the calling increases only at this stage; … The manifestation of
the symptoms presumably takes place to force the person to take action. Once the manifesting
characteristics intensify, and both the person and her family seek counsel with amagqirha … This is
when verification and confirmation that a person should thwasa are often carried out.”78
4.) Confusion, resistance and/or acceptance: “The point is that no-one wants to thwasa. For
example, irrespective of this truth, regression and vacillation take place between different stages.
The vacillation may continue throughout the training process until a person is fixed in the middle of
the training or just before graduation. … Vacillating feelings are often interchangeable with feelings
of hope. Hope may help to inject positive energy that allows umkhwetha to proceed to the next step
with vigour and enthusiasm.“79 5.) Ukuvuma ukufa: This stage involves a series of rituals: a) the
formal beading and donning the attire of a trainee (umthwasa). This is done with a ritual which
involves séance, sacrifice, the adoption of a new name, symbolising a change of identity, including
assuming adopting the surname of the Igqirha conducting the training, to become part of the
initiator’s family, also economically, b) rites of cleansing, an acceptance of death and illness, and to
be inducted or baptised into the state of a trainee (ukuthwasa), c) cleansing rituals of the body, the
homestead and environment, accompanied by sacrificial rituals, d) rites of acceptance, with sacrifice
and prayers for the initiate. In the time leading up to this point the initiate has to learn the necessary
knowledge and has to develop his or (mostly) her inborn mediumistic skills in order to proceed with
the requirements of the following stage:
“This is the stage where an intensified training begins. The trainer is entirely convinced that
umkhwetha has a calling and she has committed to it. She has to demonstrate skills and
abilities in the divining system (assessments, diagnosis and preparing treatments for clients).
Her exclusion from family life and social life intensifies and new restrictions are introduced.
Her food restrictions differ markedly from the previous stage. … She must also help in
mentoring her juniors. Most of the time, umkhwetha is expected to work independently, but
under the strict guidance of the trainer. She becomes an assistant to her trainer. She can also
lead certain procedures and rituals under the guidance of either her trainer or ikrwala (newly
graduated igqirha – an intern). Moreover, she must demonstrate more expertise and
knowledge in understanding how various herbs are collected, stored and used.”80
6.) ukuphuma: “This is the last stage of the intensive training that prepares umkhwetha to be a fullfledged healer. It proceeds to graduation. It consists of four ritual activities … At this stage
umkhwetha graduates to become a full-fledged diviner.”81 Now the trainee enters a kind of
internship, working independently under the guidance of the trainer. This stage includes lang times
of isolation and seclusion, ritual pilgrimages and rites at special sites in nature, spiritual retreats,
sacrificial rituals, public proofs of mediumistic prowess, a new name change and rites of public
investiture and acceptance in the new role as Igqirha (Sangoma) concluding by entering the state of
internship.82 7.) ukuphinda indlela: This is the stage of being accepted into the community of Igqirhas
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or Sangomas as a full member. However this may include further learning from senior Sangomas,
since this is held to be lifelong process.83
The complexity and structure of this training process, as described on the basis of extensive
field work and of her own training as a Igqirha (Sangoma) in the Eastern Cape Province in the setting
of rural Xhosa culture by L.-R. N. Mlisa, with many rituals involving the fraternity or sorority of
Sangomas (Igqirhas) and the wider community, as well as the detailed instructions, of which a mere
summary and outlines have been given here, show that this is a highly context-bound process which
is difficult to reproduce outside of its original cultural setting. The replication of some of these
elements in other countries are bound to involve a measure of reduction in complexity and thus also
of fullness of meaningful acts. It may be assumed that this can also involve a reduction in structure
on the experiential side.
Unfortunately, it appears that this full training process may be confined to some
environments in South Africa where the pertaining ritual knowledge is preserved and upheld in the
community. There is some debate on the internet about deficits in ritual knowledge and
performance by some sangomas,84 which indicate a serious development in some parts. There are
certain differences as to the structure of this process between different Bantu cultures in South
Africa, but a similar degree of sophistication can be assumed throughout. The processes of
“creolisation” through the merger of different ethnic traditions in urban settings as observed by Van
Binsbergen85 may contribute to the development of shallow and unstructured forms of training.
Sangoma practice can thus not be understood in the neo-shamanic sense of a means of
deepened or wider “self-awareness and of exploration of arcane realms of the “self”, since any
candidate is required to be gifted with paranormal faculties and a calling which manifests itself in
special dreams or precognitions, in significant crises or through extraordinary events, including such
of healing, which have occurred around the candidate. In short, the acceptance into training as a
Sangoma is a decidedly elitist matter for the gifted and often burdened few. Self-exploration
beyond the realm of ordinary self-reflection is an essential part of the training, ventures into arcane
realms of forces, beings and factors which influence and determine the candidate.86 Nevertheless it is
not a voyage of self-exploration which is in principle accessible to everyone, as a psycho-analysis
would be. Of course the standards of rigour may vary. However some degree of social and
professional control can be assumed as a rule where the admission to training and its enactment are
embedded in the appropriate traditional structures.87
The internet may therefore serve as a medium to learn about Sangomas, about their world
view and experiences. It can influence and modify European views. Sangoma practice however
remains largely bound to an immediate encounter and to physical presence. By comparison: most
psychoanalysts will reject the idea of therapy by internet since the immediate closeness and the
resulting “field” that arises between the client and the therapists are essential elements of the
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therapeutic process, even in view of the psychoanalytic restrain about any physical interaction, which
includes the widespread seating of the therapist behind the client. Considering that Sangoma
practice involves material elements, not only of oracles but also of ritual gestures and of the ritual
space in which counselling takes place.
The notion of a “field” may however have an ontological quality, as created by the emotional
and physical proximity, which creates a connection that extends beyond the exchange of
information, binding those who participate in it in an intuitively perceptible way.88
These findings indicate the limits that exist for the spread of Sangoma mediumism through
the internet. This may also apply to the side of counselling, i.e. to those who seek advice and help
from Sangomas through the internet. The following image of a traditional divination session may
illustrate the point.

A Sangoma counselling session in the Mpumalanga province, northern South Africa,
Photo: Harry Kleinhempel, 1960
The photo above shows the traditional setting of Sangoma counselling. It is in a private homestead.
The actual divination by help of the oracle system of symbolic objects cast on a mat, are not the only
elements in this session. The three drummers show that the spirits are ritually invoked, with dancing
in song in between sessions. They indicate the spiritual and religious aspect of Sangoma practice. The
curative aspect is represented by the client, who sits be the side of the mat, who may have a
question which can likely be associated with something that needs “healing” in the wider sense:
either medical or psychological or social, as mending relations, or to ward off evil, or to diagnose
factors in a difficult situation of life. It would however be erroneous to reduce Sangoma practice to
88
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the aspect of “healing”: it may also be about issues of gain or of influence, even against the will of
those concerned, thus about aspects of “magic” action. The oracle however is used for diagnosis of
factors in a given situation. The beads and ritual dress as well as the symbolic colours indicate the
social aspect of Sangoma practice as a profession regulated by society and culture, with accepted
training, examination and graduation, which entitles to wear these attributes as socially recognised
symbols of the profession. All three aspects involved in Sangoma practice are recognisable here: the
spiritual-religious, the curative (psychologically, medically or socially) and the spiritistic / paranormal.
Keeping these three dimensions in mind, it may be interesting to see, which of these are recognised
in the European reception of Sangoma practice.
The stages of spreading and reception of Bantu mediumship
The first step of transmission, from the context of African Traditional Religion into
Christianity in South Africa is important. This guaranteed the survival of the art, when almost the
whole population converted to Christianity. Of course it may be argued, and rightly so, that Sangoma
practice encodes and preserves substantial beliefs of African Traditional Religion. A degree of
syncretism took place here. This implied a certain Christianisation of the Sangoma beliefs and a good
deal of accommodation and integration of beliefs and rituals of African Traditional Religion into
South African Christianity, especially in the “African Independent Churches”(AIC).89 These churches
combine a charismatic protestant theology and liturgy with some elements of Bantu mediumship and
with elements of African traditional religion. They have incorporated both the “prophet” type of
mediumship, as well as the “shamanic” type of the Sangomas. The AIC’s constitute a major segment
of South African Christianity. They have attained a certain blending of the elements of African
Traditional Religion (ATR) with Christianity, which led to a re-evaluation and re-definition of some
spirit concepts of ATR and modifications in the associated mediumistic practices.90 It has sometimes
been argued that in spite of some convergence in concepts which allowed for the development of
this form of Africanised Christianity, the integration of the complex of spirit possession and
veneration has created an unresolved tension within this form of Christianity91 which might be
judged as a form of double faith within a Christian church.
This development initially happened in the same rural African cultural context, which allowed
for many forms of ritual practices and beliefs to remain constant and to be preserved through slight,
though notable modifications.92 This form of Christianity has also spread to urban areas, but
culturally it remains deeply enrooted in rural African tradition.
The basis for this partial merger and syncretistic process is a good deal overlap as perceived
by Bantu African “traditionalists” between concepts of Christianity and those of African Traditional
Religion (ATR). This refers in particular to elements which are de-emphasises or reinterpreted as
“symbolic” or “mythological” in much of contemporary European Christianity but are acknowledges
as significant in terms of African cosmology – B. Sundkler describes the interpretation of the Biblical
account of the miraculous healing at the pool of Bethesda93 where the angel stirring the water at the
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site to imbue it with healing properties is interpreted as instance of spirits residing at rock pools
according to Bantu spiritual cosmology94 by the Zionist Church95 – a church of the African Initiated
type (AIC) including many elements of ATR. In this first step Bantu mediumship has been
incorporated through the role of “prophets” in Zionist churches who also conduct spiritual healing
ceremonies,96 and by the continued practice of Sangomas who identify as Christians.97 The
phenomenon of “double faith”, it may be noted, is thus not only present in the practice of those who
consult Sangomas, but also among the Sangomas themselves. L.R.N. Mlisa, an academic psychologist
who wrote her dissertation on her calling, training and initiation as a Sangoma, decribes the
predicament of living in different religious contexts, since she also worked as a pastor for some time,
combining the roles of a Sangoma, a clinical psychologist and an academic lecturer, often
concurrently.98 This multiplicity of roles – which are each demanding in their own right – is facilitated,
as she states, by interfaces between African pagan and Christian belief systems99 as well as in the
objective of counselling, as may be added. The degree of practised double faith may emerge from
the website of a Sangoma, Lenn Morton Ndebele, who offers his services as Sangoma also for rituals
for the founding of churches: “Khokhovula is now operating in Vereeniging in Vaal in Gauteng
province of South Africa. For some bigger rituals; especial those ones for running churches,
businesses and organisational leadership depending on the size he can take you to Makwe
mountains in Gwanda, Mat South, Zimbabwe.”100 Apart from the offer of ceremonies for the
successful running of churches, the statement that this would require a pilgrimage to a sacred site in
neighbouring Zimbabwe is remarkable, since it indicates that Sangoma spiritualism is perceived as
bound to special “sites of power” and is not understood as a belief system wholly detached from
special times and places.
The integration and acceptance of Sangoma practice in Christian contexts was and continues
to be contested. Although in general society, which is by a large majority Christian,101 the persistence
of Bantu mediumship indicates that it had found a way of coexistence with Christian churches, and
that it came to be tolerated and accepted in Christian society, many churches remain sternly
opposed to such practices. Thus in the mid-sixties a black Lutheran colleague of my father, pastor
Maputhuma of Eerste Rust near Pretoria, in northern South Africa, was redeployed to another post
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because his daughter had engaged in becoming a traditional diviner.102 By and large however Bantu
mediumship persisted through the Christianisation and re-affirmed itself.
The next step is the spread of Bantu mediumship into urban culture of South Africa. Here it is
practised by numerous diviners in urban areas.103 A vibrant culture of mediumistic practice has
developed, some of serious practitioners, however also of burgeoning fraud.104 It is practised either
in conjunction with Christianity or with varying degrees of a secular orientation. This necessitates
different adaptions. The adoption of Sangoma practice into urban culture is connected to a renewed
assertion of black African culture in the context of liberation from colonial oppression. It symbolises a
central, “iconic” element of black African culture. It is not viewed merely as a practice of “psychic
healing”.
Bantu mediumship in the media of South Africa and Europe: presentations and interpretations
As an element of urban culture also of the educated classes, Bantu mediumship has entered
the mediums of the internet and television.105 Formerly more arcane realms, which required personal
contact in the context of black Southern African cultures, appear to have become accessible. This is
an important element of cultural transformation, since it includes a rejection of the prevailing
positivistic European world view. The presence of Sangomas on the internet is not limited to
individual diviners advertising their services at the fringes of popular culture and certainly beyond
the bounds of normative cultural and academic discourse. Beyond the numerous homepages of
Sangomas offering their services in more or less serious style, with some boasting and exaggerations
for marketing purposes being quite common, there are serious explications of Sangoma mediumship,
practice and culture on the internet, of which the homepage of Amanda Gcabashe106 as well as her
broadcasts107 are a fine example.
This takes place in a cultural context of an Africanist re-assertion of black South African,
“non-Western” culture. It is part of the struggle for liberation from colonialism which is not confined
to the attainment of full civil and economic participation and democratic self-determination, but of
cultural re-assertion in the context of modernity. This expressed in the statement of ideals of the
TeDx, a cultural institution in Johannesburg which broadcasts lectures and programmes of South
African culture via internet:
“We are TEDxJohannesburg. We are a community of curious, open-minded people who care
deeply about celebrating local ideas, and sharing them with the world. Every day we look for
(and find) remarkable people doing great work. We give them a platform, and amplify their
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ideas on the worldwide web. We believe that their ideas, delivered at our sought-after
events, and distributed via video on the web, will change the world.”108
Here we find the usual relation between Europe and Africa reversed: South Africa is actively
exporting its culture and world-views. European world-views are taken heed of but they do not
condition the messages. The intention of this endeavour, to change European beliefs and views, is
clearly stated.
This statement is reflected in the presentation of the lecture of Amanda Gcabashe as a modern,
educated urban Sangoma:
“In 1999 Amanda Gcabashe went on a one-way trip into what she calls a “parallel universe”
when she accepted her ancestors’ calling to become a traditional healer, or Sangoma in the
South African lexicon. With her day-job in the corporate world, she finds herself in the
paradoxical situation of living two very different lives. It would be fair to expect this
dichotomous existence—one foot in the ancient world of ancestors and spirits, and another
in the modern world of boardrooms and pie charts—to unsettle her. But Amanda is not at all
fazed. In this TEDxJohannesburg 2015 talk, she shares thoughts about the complexities and
contradictions of her life”109
Apparently her double identity of having an academic profession in urban economy and of being a
fully qualified Sangoma contribute to her credibility and to her acceptance to modern educated
audiences. This may even apply to her statement that she has moved from the Christian faith in
which she was raised with her father being an Anglican minister, towards beliefs of African
Traditional Religion, which may mirror the religious or spiritual shift of some in her audience towards
Esoteric convictions. By way of her as a public figure to identify with she relates to the
transformations of spiritual convictions in her audience. A. Gcabashe has been introduced to
European audiences by the BBC in 2009.110 The interviewer, Lucy Fleming describes her ambivalence
about the reality of a spirit realm – and about mediumship – quite well as she tells about her session
with A. Gcabashe:
“Ms Gcabashe says she speaks directly to her ancestors - something she learnt to do during
her nine-month initiation. For my consultation, I sat on the floor as she stood sideways
before me, flicking her fly whisk as she addressed her ancestors in Zulu.
After some minutes she said my mother's mother's grandmother - an elderly Irish lady, bent
over double - had hobbled forward to give advice. As nothing is known about my Irish
grandmother's family, I was surprised at her appearance on the scene - it even felt like an
impudent intrusion. ‘She asks that you should light a candle for her later,’ Ms Gcabashe said.
I softened and we proceeded - after one or two false starts - to discuss my career, affairs of
the heart and ended with some health advice.”111
Here the interviewer acts in lieu of the audience and opens up an access to Sangoma mediumship
through her personal experience.
Here we find a faint allusion to the tradition of European Spiritism, as codified especially by Allan
Kardec.112 This perspective was more important in the middle of the 20th century, when one of the
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pioneers of studies on Bantu mediumship in the psychiatric field, Laubscher, worked as a psychiatrist
in a hospital in the Eastern Cape. He had studied psychiatry in Scotland and was familiar with
psychoanalysis, initiated in the Scottish Rite of Freemasonry and had participated in spiritistic
séances. His world view was strongly Esoteric. On this basis he came to acknowledge the reality of
the spiritually caused disturbances which characterise the early stages of vocation as a Sangoma, the
Ukuthwasa stage and gained the friendship of a Xhosa Igqirha who introduced him to the beliefs of
his culture. Laubscher fully accepted the truth of these experiences and beliefs as culturally specific
expressions of a higher reality.113 Of his encounter with this diviner, Solomon Daba, he wrote:
“He was taking me on a mental journey into the hidden world of Xhosa thought. The feelings
and perceptions which underlay the awareness of the pagan mind and give it a wisdom which
raises him and gives him the distance of dignity and makes him feel the satisfaction of a
deeper contact with life which somehow means more to him than the knowledge and power
of other people. I for one could not help becoming aware of some common universal level of
consciousness in which our thinking was having its existence. Indeed that we were in tune on
a certain universal level of the Cosmic Mind.”114
This passage contains several references to European Esoteric convictions. Laubscher emphasises
that in spite of differences of culture and of education they both followed sophisticated pathways to
a sphere of manifestation of the “Cosmic Mind” which he believed to be universal in spite of
culturally different forms of manifestation. On this basis the beliefs of Xhosa culture and the
perceptions they disclose and enable are spiritually relevant to a European, as himself. The keyword
of “wisdom” underlines this spiritual significance. In this evaluation Laubscher rejects a view of the
Xhosa belief system as a mere cultural “construct”. Rather he appreciates it as a system giving access
to feelings and perceptions which his own culture would not provide, but which would speak to him
on the level of a common universal consciousness. This supported his esteem of those elements of
Xhosa belief which would appear more strange to most members of European cultures:
“The unison of understanding transcended his red blankets [i.e. traditional Xhosa dress] and
my European clothes, my education and his illiteracy, we were in contact with a stratum of
the Cosmic consciousness. We were mentally floating in a world transcending space and
time. It was then the word "Ukutwasa" that showed the way. The Xhosa Isanuses [i. e. high
ranking sangomas] describe many facets of this strange experience of ukutwasa, the chief
characteristic, however, remains an awareness of things and events far beyond the world of
our senses. Ukutwasa can take you out of yourself and even visit the Abantubomlambo [i.e.
the “River people”, a class of spirits believed to reside under the water who disclose esoteric
knowledge and special psychic powers], and gain a contact by means of which wisdom can
flow. It was at that moment that an intuitive flash like sheet lightning in a Transkeian [i.e.
Eastern Cape] night, suddenly laid bare a landscape of psychic significance.”115
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Here the Laubscher affirms his own belief in a realm of spirits and of immaterial or unembodied
entities, and repeats his conviction that through contact with the Bantu African spirits “wisdom can
flow” – a phrase which far exceeds issues of “healing”, which are the master concept (or metaphor)
by which Bantu mediumship is labelled and appreciated in most of European reports about
Sangomas. In the same vein he affirms a link between psychic and spiritual dimensions of reality by
the image that Ukuthwasa reveals “a landscape of psychic significance.” Perceptibly Laubscher is well
rooted in European Esoteric and spiritual traditions of the time before the 2nd World War. Some of
this frame of reference has gone lost in the heydays of Positivism in the middle of the 20th century.
In the same region, a Cape Town psychoanalyst in the tradition of C. G. Jung, Vera Bührmann also
encountered a Sangoma and took interest in his mediumship. However Bührmann reinterpreted the
cosmology in terms of Jung’s idea of an extended self, seeking to “internalise” it.116 Quite robustly
she declared: ““I perceive the fantasies about and the images of the ancestors … as expressed in the
Xhosa cosmology as projections from their unconscious, especially the collective and cultural layers.
The ancestor and witch concepts are therefore archetypal.”117 Vague as this idea of an extended or
“higher self” is, which is meant to include all spiritual entities, the concept goes back to notions of an
“Absolute Ego” (or Mind) of the philosophy of late Idealism and gave some cultural credibility to
Jung’s belief in transcendent sources of inspiration appearing in the individual conscious and
especially subconscious mind as well as through significant events in his field.
The concept has become powerful in the context of new Age thought. Here the “higher Self” is
regarded as the “real Self”, which:
“posesses a vast consciousness not bounded by space and time. This Higher Self participates
in the divine Mind in a way our ‘skin-encapsuled ego’ … does not, but at the same time it is
personal in a way the universal Life Force is not. In other words, the Higher Self functions as
the personal mediating link or bridge between man and God…”118
By reframing Bantu mediumship in this notion, as present in Jungian thought, Bührmann created a
pathway of access to the phenomena of Bantu mediumship which enabled her to appreciate the
phenomena and experiences of Xhosa mediumship on her own epistemic grounds of Jungianism,
finding enough common ground to take lasting interest in them. She has created a pathway of
interest and access for the Jungian community, which lasts to the present, where L.R. N. Mlisa as a
Xhosa psychologist will explicate her Igqirha mediumship in these terms at an International
conference of Jungian psycho-analysts in Cape Town in 2017, who declares in the abstract for her
keynote speech: “Ukuthwasa will never be understood in western terms without inclusion of the
Jungian Psychological perspective.”119 As a person initiated as a Sangoma in a very traditional
environment she chooses C. G. Jung’s theory to explicate her mediumship in these terms to an
international audience, emphasising common views.
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In another BBC feature Pumza Fihlani, a black South African journalist, presents a modern
urban Sangoma, Thabiso Siswana.120 Here the constellation is different. The BBC acts as the forum for
their black South African correspondent to present a characteristic theme of her culture and
environment. This may be more demanding of European audiences, to identify with her perspective
and views, but it signals an important shift from the hegemony of European views (and observers) to
actually listening to and to follow a black African person on an issue of black African culture and
spirituality.
The stage is set for identification of the audience as the Sangoma interviewed is presented in
a corporate environment which fulfils the stylistic criteria of modernity: “Inside a high-rise office
looking out into the Johannesburg business district, Ms Siswana dresses in smart tailored clothes, has
manicured nails and long sleek hair extensions - nothing about her appearance says she has three
ancestors inhabiting her.”121 Then the issue of conflicting world views – between the secular
convictions associated with many with modernity and African traditional spiritual views - is
introduced as one of adherence of parallel world views:
“When I tell people that I am a sangoma they always react with shock. They say: 'How? You
don't even look like one'. There are still many misconceptions about how we should look,"
she says with a broad smile. Ms Siswana is one of thousands of young men and women who
are balancing the demands of a career with the calling to be a messenger for deceased
ancestors, or ‘amadlozi’.”122
The shock among many in the audience of viewers is pre-empted in this statement by T. Siswane.
The interviewer then frames the role of Sangomas for European audiences as: “They are essentially
diviners - a channel between the physical world and the afterlife.” Apart from this there is no
reference to Esotericist convictions in her report. She continues to add some details about African
culture: “They believe that through a special ‘calling’ known in Zulu as ubizo, they are able to access
advice and guidance through possession by an ancestor, throwing bones or by interpreting dreams.”
With a view to the Christian part of the audience she explains the relation between Christianity and
the identity of being a Sangoma, by T. Siswane’s declaration:
“Along with her deep roots in tradition and African culture, Ms Siswana is also a Christian.
‘We are Christians at home and we go to church like everyone else. We pray to God as the
source of everything. I believe that being a sangoma is simply a gift that God has given me
through my ancestors,” she says.”123
This may be hard to accept for many European Christians, but reflects a state of double religious
practice and belief which is widespread in South Africa and is accepted on account of a considerable
overlap between the cosmology of Christianity and of African Traditional Religion, which has been
the avenue for the Africanization of Christianity,124 - as viewed from a European perspective, whereas
from an African point of view Europe’s Christianity, especially of Protestantism, has discarded many
cosmological beliefs prevalent both in the Bible and in African Traditional Religion, which go along
well with the spiritist beliefs of Sangomas and their clients. (To many in the secular segment of
European audiences the one may be as strange as the other to follow.) P. Fihlani concludes her
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report by framing the question of acceptance of Sangoma mediumship as one of a curative practice
in the legal frame of South African medicine, where it has gained some acceptance, and discusses
issues related to the standards of qualification required in the process. This places the issue of
acceptance of Sangoma mediumship in a pragmatist, utilitarist perspective of its usefulness as a
supplementary curative procedure. Here it has found enough general recognition to argue against its
outright rejection from a mainstream perspective of European culture.
Cultural exchange and altered perceptions: whites experiencing Sangoma calling (ukuthwasa) in a
black environment
Could cultural contact possibly have an ontological impact? The question arises if one looks t the
case of a white boy, Todd Kyle, raised in an English immigrant family in rural northern South Africa in
a predominantly black environment, who manifested all symptoms of a Bantu mediumistic calling
and successfully trained to become a sangoma. His case has been reported both in South African125
and in German media.126
S. Selaluke reports, highlighting the significant features of a Sangoma caling manifested by Todd
Kyles:
“It all started with bad dreams. That is how Kyle Todd (11) recalled how his calling to become
a Sangoma (traditional healer) came about. He was only 9 years old then. Now, two years
later, he is one of South Africa’s youngest Mlungu Sangomas (white traditional healers). He is
fully qualified, having completed his training last year October. Speaking to Rekord, Todd
said: ‘An old man would come into my dreams and teach me about the bones and medicines.
At other times it was a young black Sangoma teaching me how to read the bones too.’ Todd
Kyle identified the old man as his grandfather, Frank Marshall, whose name he adopted as
professional name.
One day, he woke up and asked his parents to accompany him to the east of Pretoria. Driving
without knowing where they were heading, they ended up in the township of Mamelodi [i.e.
a suburb of 350 000 inhabitants]. Surprisingly, when they got to Mamelodi, Kyle Todd started
directing his parents to the house of the young sangoma who would later train him to
become what he is today.
Speaking about the training, Todd said: ‘I was not scared to do the training, as the old man
told me in my dreams that everything will be fine and I gladly accepted the calling.’
Today, Todd is a proud young English sangoma and has helped more than 60 patients in
Mamelodi. He is very good with healing children.
Todd was born in England, where his parents originated from. His parents lived in
Watermeyerpark, Pretoria, until recently. They have since moved to Musina in Limpopo.“127
All of the features reported here are manifestations of characteristic Sangoma callings: 1.) the
disquieting dreams, preparing for 2.) the appearance of ancestral spirits, such as Todd’s grandfather
as teacher of mediumship in dreams, to which 3.) a spirit from the side of the Sangoma teacher will
appear, in this case the spirit of a still living instructor, followed 4.) by the revelation of where to find
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the as yet unknown Sangoma teacher in an wholly unfamiliar locality without any further information
but that provided in the dreams, 5.) the acceptance of the calling. There is a degree of cultural
convergence in this case. Bantu tradition insists that the mediumship is a gift – and demand –
bequeathed by personal ancestors who had mediumistic abilities. This is the case in Todd Kyle’s
family. His (great-)grandfather, who appeared to him in dreams, was indeed a spiritual healer in
England.
A report in the British newspaper the Daily Mail, reports in some detail about Todd’s
predictions of significant events. The report then goes on to discuss the occurrence of white
sangomas:
“Small numbers of whites have in recent years joined the ranks of South Africa's 69,000
registered sangomas but rarely -- if ever -- are they this young. Phephisile Maseko,
coordinator of the national Traditional Healers Organisation, believes he is the youngest
practitioner of his craft from the white minority. Sangomas occupy a respected position in
South African society, particularly among blacks, who view them with a mix of reverence and
fear. Not only do they treat physical and psychological conditions but they also act as
mediums.”128
The latter remark is important too, since the prevailing perception of Sangoma practice as some kind
of “intuitive healing” is complemented by the identification of Sangoma practice as mediumism.
A report on German National Television, ARD, adds more significant details: The occurrence of white
sangomas who are verified is appreciated as a sign that Bantu African culture is significant and
“makes sense”. Then too it is reported that Todd Kyle dreams experiences of his clients from their
perspective as adults. As to his background his family are devout Christians. However they have been
open to Bantu mediumship, since Todd’s father was cured from an intractable pain in the body, when
the wife of his pastor brought him to a Sangoma who helped him successfully. He later identified the
dreams of Todd as significant in terms of Bantu mediumship.129
Todd however had no direct instruction about the complexities of the condition of Inthwasa,
which could have shaped his development. His dreams and specific paranormal experiences cannot
be understood as “cultural constructs”, even though their interpretation is guided by them. The
notion of “cultural constructs” does not explain the occurrence of this sequence of phenomena, but
the significance attached to them. This is relevant in a second step. Thus Todd’s father reported that
he had similar dreams as his son, as a child, but no special significance was attached to them.
Presumably his mediumistic gift had thus withered or remained dormant. The element of “culturally
constructed meaning” sets in at this point, where consequences for action could arise, what to make
of the phenomena. In a context of African culture Todd’s father might have developed to become a
diviner as well. (In the perspective of Bantu mediumship the pain which Todd’s father experienced in
various places might be related to this dormant gift which received resolution through his son.)
The report by T. Denzel also mentions the phenomenon of “incorporation trance”, which is a
key feature of the ritual of Afro-Brazilian religions like Candomblé and Umbanda, as well as in other
Afro-American religions, that a mentor spirit becomes manifest in characteristic movements through
trance mediums. In Umbanda these are regarded as spirits of deceased persons of different types –
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corresponding to “classes” of ancestors in Bantu cosmology – sometimes still known by name. Denzel
reports that Todd “incorporates” his great-grandfather with the specific features of his slightly
impaired gait during trance.130 This is a culturally conditioned phenomenon, which yet occurs
spontaneously.

Mamelodi Sangomas, Thapelo Letsie (11), Solomon Mathebula, and Kyle Todd (11) a mlungu
Sangoma (white traditional healer). Photo: Source: http://rekordeast.co.za/49185/meet-kyle-theyoung-white-Sangoma/
This image shows the setting with the symbolic elements of the status of aspirant Sangomas, the
white beads signifying their mediumistic gifts, the divination mat and “bones”, significant elements,
acquired during the process of initiation and cast according to an ancient geomantic system. The
herbs in the shelves indicate the material side of Sangoma practice as involving in many cases the
administration of traditional medicine too.
Conclusions about the role of the cultural “field” and environment in the spontaneous
manifestation of mediumistic calling
The reception of Bantu mediumship and the regular reports about it in contemporary media certainly
occur in the context of a revision of the “disenchantment of the world”, as diagnosed by Max Weber
(“Die Entzauberung der Welt”) in 1922131 as is for instance evident in the fascination of B. Laubscher
by Sangoma cosmology and experience. The empirical evidence of transcendent experience provided
by Sangoma mediumship is received on the basis of different “Western” world views, as shown with
regard to V. Bührmann and L.R.N. Mlisa. In this empirical concreteness and cultural formation it
appeals to different audiences. This raises the expectation that these reports may have a catalytic
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effect on audiences in European countries in their process of a revision of the rationalistic limitation
of the concept and perception of reality. The mediumistic phenomena attested in Bantu mediumism
may raise the expectation that they may belong a wider concept of reality that may not be wholly
“disenchanted” at all, but may allow some reconciliation between rational empiricism and a sense of
the transcendent. This is a major theme of contemporary culture and fits its mood.132
A second effect may however also be considered: A close look at the case of Todd Kyles has
revealed that living in a black African environment may indeed have had an effect on the type and
sequence of prescient dreams as they appeared to Todd Kyles. Vestiges of a culturally invariant
pattern appear in the report of his father about his own childhood dreams. In this respect the factor
of cultural (attributed) meaning has had an enhancing effect in the development of the son, whereas
the cultural rejection in a largely positivistic, rationalistic or protestant Christian environment in
Britain had a dampening effect which led to the withering and subsiding of the symptoms of
mediumship in the father, although the family history shows that under certain conditions this gift
could even manifest itself in Britain as with the (great-) grandfather, whose mediumship is
remembered by the family. His reappearance in the dreams of his descendants as spiritual mentor
instructing Todd in the art of mediumship however is a peculiarly Bantu Africa feature which has to
be accounted for.
It appears that the effect of the cultural environment does not only pertain to the
interpretation of phenomena and to the attitudes which lead to a fostering of their development or
to their suppression, but that they structure the manifestations even without the affected persons
having any knowledge of them. This agrees with notions about informational “morphogenetic fields”
as proposed by Rupert Sheldrake, and in particular with the phenomenon of “morphic resonance”133
which could be applied to the explanation of structures of Bantu Ukuthwasa phenomena occurring in
whites who have immigrated to black South African environments without having special knowledge
about these beliefs, sufficient to explain adoption by learning an cultural transfer, as exemplified by
the Kyle family. Their predisposition of a mediumistic heritage was, according to this model,
sufficient to create an effect of “morphic resonance” which led to the clear structured pattern of
Ukuthwasa phenomena in which his mediumistic calling manifested itself in him as a boy from nine
years of age onwards. This phenomenon is described by Sheldrake as follows:
“…living organisms inherit not only genes but also morphic fields. The genes are passed on
materially from their ancestors … ; the morphic fields are inherited non-materially, by
morphic resonance, not just from direct ancestors but also from other members of the
species. The developing organism tunes in to the morphic fields of its own species and thus
draws upon a pooled or collective memory.”134
This may explain the surprising effect that mere living in a black environment, coupled with specific
familial conditions for receptiveness to Bantu mediumship in the family made them “tune in” to this
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cultural heritage of their environment, bringing forth the spontaneous effects in the dreams and
paranormal experiences of their son, which manifest the Bantu pattern so closely.
Given that this effect of “morphic resonance” does not require physical proximity it is quite
possible that it may also take effect over a distance, among European audiences quite separated
from Bantu African cultural and social environments. This implies that experiential realms become
accessible which have hitherto been culturally inaccessible to those who cannot be present physically
in the well-limited and guarded ritual contexts. The internet thus assumes a “theurgic” power135 - to
frame this function in a concept of spiritual tradition – by evoking spontaneous resonance in those
viewers who may have latent mediumistic gifts in them.
This includes the possibility that the regular objective and fairly detailed reports about Bantu
mediumism in European media may create effects of “resonance” not only an a conscious level of
giving new credibility to supressed or largely forgotten European mediumistic practices and
convictions, bringing to memory also the cosmologies and perceptions of reality belonging to them,
but that they may also create effects of “resonance” on an immediate experiential level of
phenomena, of mediumistic dreams and experiences of “calling”. To those who experience these
phenomena without knowing about their meaning the reports in European media – and
subsequently those available through the internet – may provide guidance for the appropriate
resolution. The result may be of altered perceptions and of subtle changes in culture and cultural
attitudes. The unbiased confrontation with the culturally condition mediumistic realities and
phenomena of Bantu culture opens a door towards an acceptance of such phenomena in Europe. In
this perspective the presentation of such phenomena in the safe distance of a strange culture, yet
guided by the safe familiarity of whites experiencing the effects of that culture in their dreams,
creates an access to the re-evaluation of such phenomena and may alter attitudes to their
cosmological assumptions about reality.
Since it has also become clear how intricate and complex Bantu culture is, a direct and full
transfer of Bantu mediumship through “distance learning” by mass media or by instructors is not to
be expected. This would require the transfer of whole groups who would be able to recreate the
cultural environment in which these phenomena take place. This is happening to some extent in
African Independent Church communities of African immigrants in Europe, such as the Celestial
Church of Christ. They exist however rather in isolation from the majority populations and their
mediumistic practice is not adopted by other communities. Individualised transfers may rather be the
way by which elements of this culture can be learnt and attitudes can change, as through the
Sangomas who practise in Europe. The main avenue for reception may thus be that the confrontation
with mediumistic phenomena of Bantu culture raises awareness and a renewed appreciation of
comparable European traditions of thought and mediumistic practice into which elements of
training, of practice and of perceptions of Sangoma mediumship might be integrated.
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